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	php/architect's Guide to Enterprise PHP Development, 9780973862188 (0973862181), Marco Tabini, 2008
We live in a fast-paced world. Looking over the last decade, the world has changed so radically - politically, economically and culturally - that it’s difficult to believe only 10 years have passed. Technology is certainly no exception. It’s easy to overlook the huge changes in the way technology is used in our daily lives - because technology tends to evolve in small little steps as opposed to one radical revolution. Looking backwards over a period of ten years provides a great perspective. The Internet has become so pervasive that the lives of many people today revolve around it throughout the day. They don’t have to be computer geeks to spend hours and hours online - the Internet, in its various forms of consumption is simply their second nature - much like the phone was in the past. Even people who don’t live their social lives on the Internet still use it as their medium of choice for performing many tasks - such as finding directions, buying goods, finding product descriptions or reading news. It is therefore quite obvious that the demand forWeb-based solutions is booming with the possibilities truly being endless.

PHP was created in a brink of this new era, and while I can’t say we knew exactly what was going to happen - I’m quite proud we took the right decisions that in turn made PHP one of the biggest enablers of this modern Web (r)evolution. I’ve heard many ideas from many people that tried to understand what is it about PHP that makes it so successful - its performance, excellent database support, support for protocols, its multi-platform support, and many other technical advantages. While there’s truth to all of them, in my opinion they are minor contributors. I believe that there are just two key ingredients to PHP’s success - Simplicity - being the technological advantage, and the Community that was built around it - that provided a huge social advantage.
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Semantics in Adaptive and Personalized Services: Methods, Tools and Applications (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2010

	Semantics in Adaptive and Personalised Services, initially strikes one as a specific and perhaps narrow domain. Yet, a closer examination of the term reveals much more. On one hand there is the issue of semantics. Nowadays, this most often refers to the use of OWL, RDF or some other XML based ontology description language in order to...


		

Developing Enterprise Web Services: An Architect's GuidePrentice Hall, 2003
Build Web services with enterprise-class reliability, performance, and value

Web services are transforming IT, and represent a powerful new way to reduce cost and drive top-line growth throughout the enterprise. This book takes a no-nonsense view of architecting and constructing enterprise-class Web services and...


		

Hackers & Painters: Big Ideas from the Computer AgeO'Reilly, 2010

	
		"The computer world is like an intellectual Wild West, in which you can shoot anyone you wish with your ideas, if you're willing to risk the consequences. " --from Hackers & Painters: Big Ideas from the Computer Age, by Paul Graham

	
		We are living in the computer age, in a world increasingly...






	

Aspect-Oriented, Model-Driven Software Product Lines: The AMPLE WayCambridge University Press, 2011


	As the size and complexity of software systems grows, so does the need for

	effectivemodularity, abstraction and compositionmechanisms to improve the reuse

	of software development assets during software systems engineering. This need

	for reusability is dictated by pressures to minimise costs and shorten the time

	to market....

		

Vatican assassins: "wounded in the house of my friends"Halycon Unified Services, 2001
Eric Jon Phelps gives the past and present diabolical history of the Society of Jesus. Its Second Thirty Years' War (1914-1945), including the Jewish, Lutheran, Orthodox and Buddhist Holocausts, was vengeance for the Order's expulsion from Europe and Asia during the Nineteenth Century. 

Its Cold War was the coninuation of the killing of...

		

Microeconomics: Theory and Applications with Calculus Value Package (includes Study Guide for Microeconomics: Theory and Applications with Calculus)Prentice Hall, 2008

	his book is a new type of intermediate macroeconomics textbook- Until now, the choice was between books that use calculus to present formal theory dryly and with few, if any, applications to the real world and books that include applications but present theory using only graphs and algebra. This book uses calcu- lus, algebra, and graphs to...
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